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Special Section: Nonuniform
Flow across Vadose Zone Scales
Core Ideas
• Mass redistribution at unsaturated
fracture intersections depends on
free-surface flow modes.
• A Washburn-type flow regime is
recovered via an analytical solution
for capillary fracture inflow.
• A Gaussian transfer function
predicts mass partitioning for
arbitrary-sized fracture cascades.

Analogue Fracture Experiments and
Analytical Modeling of Unsaturated
Percolation Dynamics in Fracture Cascades
Torsten Noffz,* Marco Dentz, and Jannes Kordilla
Infiltration and recharge dynamics in fractured aquifer systems often strongly
deviate from diffuse Darcy–Buckingham type flows due to the existence of a complex gravity-driven flow component along fractures, fracture networks, and fault
zones. The formation of preferential flow paths in the unsaturated or vadose zone
can trigger rapid mass fluxes, which are difficult to recover by volume-effective
modeling approaches (e.g., the Richards equation) due to the nonlinear nature
of free-surface flows and mass partitioning processes at unsaturated fracture
intersections. In this study, well-controlled laboratory experiments enabled the
isolation of single aspects of the mass redistribution process that ultimately affect
travel time distributions across scales. We used custom-made acrylic cubes (20 by
20 by 20 cm) in analog percolation experiments to create simple wide-aperture
fracture networks intersected by one or multiple horizontal fractures. A high-precision multichannel dispenser produced gravity-driven free-surface flow (droplets
or rivulets) at flow rates ranging from 1 to 5 mL min−1. Total inflow rates were kept
constant while the fluid was injected via 15 (droplet flow) or three inlets (rivulet
flow) to reduce the impact of erratic flow dynamics. Normalized fracture inflow
rates were calculated and compared for aperture widths of 1 and 2.5 mm. A higher
efficiency in filling an unsaturated fracture by rivulet flow observed in former
studies was confirmed. The onset of a capillary-driven Washburn-type flow was
determined and recovered by an analytical solution. To upscale the dynamics and
enable the prediction of mass partitioning for arbitrary-sized fracture cascades,
a Gaussian transfer function was derived that reproduces the repetitive filling of
fractures, where rivulet flow is the prevailing regime. Results show good agreement with experimental data for all tested aperture widths.
Abbreviations: PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate).
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Fractured porous media contribute to approximately 75% of global aquifers
(Dietrich et al., 2005), highlighting their importance in the context of groundwater
resources management. Furthermore, fractured rock formations have been the target of
risk assessment measures that investigate their suitability as long-term waste repositories
(e.g., for nuclear waste disposal; Evans and Rasmussen, 1991; Tsang et al., 2015). Given
their heterogeneous nature on small and large scales, fractured rocks offer a domain for
gravity-driven flow along preferential flow paths or zones even if the surrounding matrix
is not fully saturated (Faybishenko et al., 2015; Nimmo, 2012). Channeled flows may
occur near the surface in macropores of soils (Nimmo, 2012) or within widened fracture
networks (Dahan et al., 1999, 2000; Kordilla et al., 2017) via dissolution shafts in strongly
weathered karst systems (Gunn, 1981; Williams, 2008). Furthermore, they locally develop
in talus and waste rock deposits (Tokunaga et al., 2005; Trinchero et al., 2011) and along
fault zones (Bodvarsson et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2004), where they can strongly contribute
to the overall flux of a system. However, classical volume-effective modeling approaches
(e.g., the Richards equation) and associated relationships between system geometry and
flow properties might not be suitable to recover the nonlinear flow and mass partitioning
processes that control preferential flow dynamics and are still under investigation (e.g.,
Dippenaar and Van Rooy, 2016). Different flow regimes, e.g., droplet, rivulet, and film
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flow, can coexist even in controlled settings and are difficult to cast
into unified conceptual frameworks (Ghezzehei, 2004).
In well-controlled analog percolation experiments, the fracture-specific formation of flow modes and instabilities (Jones et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018) and the role of unsaturated fracture intersections on partitioning behavior has been investigated (e.g., Ji et al.,
2006; Kordilla et al., 2017; LaViolette et al., 2003; Nicholl and
Glass, 2005; Wood et al., 2002, 2005; Wood and Huang, 2015),
where the applied flow rate controls the stability of a desired flow
regime (Towell and Rothfeld, 1966; Schmuki and Laso, 1990).
These studies emphasize the importance of fracture intersections
as capillary barriers (until steady-state conditions are established),
which may induce pulsating flows and act as important integrators
for dispersion and recharge processes. In an earlier study (Kordilla
et al., 2017), we showed how flow modes affect the mass partitioning process at an unsaturated fracture intersection. The numerical
simulations and laboratory experiments have demonstrated that a
considerably larger bypass efficiency is observed for droplet flows
(Fig. 1). Additionally, a transition of fracture inflow from plug flow
into a capillary-driven Washburn-type flow could be observed and
reproduced by an analytical solution.
We used laboratory multi-inlet experiments similar to those in
the former studies by Kordilla et al. (2017) to establish continuous
droplet or stable rivulet flow on a vertical smooth fracture plane.
The aforementioned study focused on the effect of free-surface
flow on the partitioning dynamics at a single fracture intersection. Flow on the vertical surface, since it has no opposing fracture
wall, is dominated by inertial forces (Wood et al., 2005). In natural
settings, free-surface flow may occur along dissolution shafts and
wide-aperture fractures with widths of up to several millimeters,
which have been measured in field experiments (e.g., Dahan et al.,
2000; Salve et al., 2004).
In this work, the number of horizontal fractures was successively increased to nf = 2 and 3 and aperture widths df remained
large (1 and 2.5 mm). An exchange with a porous matrix did
not occur because synthetic and nonporous materials were used.
This allowed us to isolate and investigate processes affecting the
mass partitioning for droplet and rivulet flows while approximating bulk behavior. The validity of the analytical solution for
Washburn-type fracture inflow was tested in experiments with
single and multiple fracture intersections and for both aperture
widths. To enable further upscaling, we derived a transfer function
to reproduce and predict partitioning processes during rivulet flow
for extended fracture cascades.

66Materials and Methods

Experimental Setup and Procedure

The fracture network consists of two to four vertically stacked
custom-made cubes made out of clear poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) with dimensions of 20 by 20 by 20 cm (Fig. 2). They
are separated by metal spacers with a thickness df of 1 or 2.5 mm.
The flatness of six different cube walls was measured using a depth
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Fig. 1. Accumulated mass Mb that bypasses a horizontal fracture intersection (top) and normalized fracture inflow rates (bottom) vs. time
in analog percolation experiments (after Kordilla et al., 2017). Two
cubes are used with a vertical spacing df of 2.5 mm. Each line shows
the ensemble mean of 20 experiments. Shaded areas display standard
deviations. The black line represents the analytical solution for Washburn-type flow with the onset t0 being 27 s.

goniometer on a 5- by 5-cm raster, where deviations from a perfectly planar surface showed a maximum amplitude of 1.27 mm
for a single cube wall. The mean height difference between measured values on six randomly chosen cube walls and their midpoint
acting as reference datum is 0.05 ± 0.19 mm. The static contact
angle for sessile droplets with an average volume of 1.74 ± 0.12 mL
was determined using a contact angle goniometer. The partially
wetting substrate exhibited a contact angle q 0 of 65.2 ± 2.9°.
During the experiment, distilled water was drawn via silicone
tubes with an inner diameter of 1.5 mm using a microprocessorcontrolled 24-channel laboratory dispenser (Ismatec IPC High
Precision Multichannel Dispenser ISM934C). Frequent calibration of the dispenser ensured constant flow rates throughout the
experiments without pulsation of flow induced by the planetary
drive. It should be noted that in some of the figures, dye has been
used to enhance visual clarity; however, it was not added during the
experiments to avoid alterations of the fluid’s physical properties
(Timmons et al., 1971). The water was directed to the top of one
side of the uppermost cube across an equally spaced array of inlets.
Two different stable flow regimes were established while keeping
the total volumetric flow rate, Q 0, constant at 15 mL min−1: (i)
stable low meandering rivulet flow prevailing via an injection of
3 ´ 5 mL min−1, or (ii) an input of 15 ´ 1 mL min−1 producing
consecutive droplets. Findings from Dragila and Weisbrod (2003)
showed a switch from capillary droplet mode to film flow in a
vertical analog fracture due to an increase in atmospheric pressure.
However, the injection rates applied in this study were chosen to
clearly separate the two regimes.
p. 2 of 9

Fig. 2. Sketch of the laboratory setup used in our multi-inlet analog percolation experiments (left) and injection nozzle (right). Cubes are 20 by 20 by
20 cm. PMMA is poly(methyl methacrylate); PTFE is polytetrafluoroethylene.

The sequence of cubes was placed on a metallic square grill with
a cell size of 5 by 5 by 5 cm that was coated with a hydrophobic lacquer
(q 0 » 110°) to allow fast transmission of the percolating water to the
drip pan below. A digital laboratory balance (Kern EG 2200–2NM)
measured real-time data of the accumulated weight, Mb, on the drip
pan with an accuracy of 0.01 g. A delay of the arrival time of »400 ms,
due to the distance between the bottom of the lowest cube and the drip
pan, was captured using a camera at 240 frames s−1. This produced no
discernible impact on the collected results. Additionally, evaporation
rates were experimentally determined to be »0.05 g min−1 for a fully
wetted surface of the drip pan at 20°C. However, despite these rates
being far less than the total injection flow rates (»0.3%), travel time
distributions were corrected for weight losses.
Note that the PMMA material does not offer a porous matrix
for capillary-driven fluid uptake due to a negative matrix potential.
Furthermore, all the fractures were well connected, resulting in no
air pressure variation in vertical and horizontal fractures. Thus,
the uniformly advancing fluid front led to no air pockets being
trapped in the horizontal fracture. This is an idealized scenario for
infiltration via unsaturated fracture networks in karst systems that,
however, allows for the systematic investigation of mass partitioning at fracture intersections and the impact of the fracture cascade
on the output (recharge) signal at the bottom.

Theoretical Methods
The total volumetric flow rate Q 0 [L3 T−1] applied at the top
of the setup was identical for each flow mode. Hence, the total
mass M in the fracture network at time t is given by

M (t )= Q0t
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[1]

The total mass is divided between the horizontal fractures (and
on the vertical surfaces) and the drip pan at the bottom of the setup:

M ( t ) = M f ( t ) + M1 ( t )

[2]

where Mf is the mass stored in the fractures and M1 is the accumulated mass on the drip pan. The volumetric fracture inflow rate Qf
[L3 T−1] is obtained by derivation of Eq. [2], which gives
dM ( t )
d M f ( t ) d M1 ( t )
= Q0 =
+
dt
dt
dt

[3]

Therefore, the volumetric fracture inflow rate is given by
Q f (t )=

dM f ( t )
= Q 0 - Q1 ( t )
dt

[4]

where we define Q1(t) = dM1(t)/dt. Figure 1 shows that for rivulet flow, initially all the flow occurs inside the fracture because
Qf = Q 0. This is different for the droplet mode, in which water is
more likely to initially bypass the fracture. Flow in the horizontal fracture is dominated by capillary forces. In the rivulet mode,
water is initially drawn in at the rate Q 0 at which it is provided. At
a certain time t 0, the flow in the fracture starts decreasing slowly
until a characteristic saturation time, after which Q f decreases
exponentially fast. Note that the times are offset by the travel time
from the fracture to the drip pan, which occurs when the flow
starts partitioning at the fracture intersections. In this sense, the
time t 0 marks the time of first fluid arrival at the drip pan. The
slow initial decrease after time t 0 may be explained by Washburntype capillary flow, as detailed by Kordilla et al. (2017). In the
following, we briefly summarize the model and discuss it in the
context of multiple fractures.
p. 3 of 9

Washburn-Type Fracture Inflow
After an initial time period in which water is drawn into the
fracture, limited only by the total flow rate, the fracture flow rate
decreases because the pressure gradient that drives the flow, this
means the (capillary) pressure drop across the penetration length,
decreases. This decrease may be captured by the Washburn law
(Bell and Cameron, 1905; Washburn, 1921) for a planar fracture.
Along these lines, the penetration length l(t) is obtained by combining Poiseuille’s law for planar fractures with an expression for
the differential fluid volume in the element of dl(t):

dl ( t )
dt

=

d 2f D Pc
4h l ( t )

[5]

where h is viscosity and DPc is capillary pressure. Solving Eq. [5]
for the initial length l(t = t 0) = l0 gives
l ( t ) = l0 1 +

d 2f D Pc
2h l02

( t - t0 )

[6]

The fluid mass within the fracture is Mf(t) = Afl(t)r w, where
r w is the density of water and Af is the area of the fracture crosssection. Note that this applies to an idealized uniform penetration
front, which in general is not the case. Thus, the flow rate into the
fracture according to Eq. [4] is
Q f (t )=

Q0
1 + 2 kf ( t - t 0 )

[7]

where we set kf = df 2DPc/2hl02 . This behavior can be observed
in Fig. 1 in a relatively narrow time interval between the onset of
Washburn-type flow and a cut-off time, which is given by the time
when the fracture is filling up. As we will see in the following, for
the interpretation of fluid arrival at the bottom of the setup, the
dominant characteristics are the onset and cutoff times due to the
fact that the outlet signal can be seen as the convolution of the
contributions from individual fractures.

j( t ) =

dQ1 ( t )
dQ ( t )
=- f
dt
dt

[10]

Consequently, the transfer function is characteristic of the
flow in the horizontal fracture. In principle, as indicated in Eq.
[8], the transfer function may depend on the (flow) properties of
each cube, which is in fact the case for the first cube in the droplet flow mode, as discussed above. In the rivulet flow mode, we
assume that the flow partitioning dynamics in each cube are the
same and can be characterized by a single transfer function, which
according to Eq. [10] can be estimated from the output signal at
the bottom of the second cube or alternatively from an imbibition
experiment in a single planar fracture. In this study, we used the
first method as discussed below. Relation Eq. [10] and Fig. 1 imply
that the transfer function is zero for times smaller than the onset
of the Washburn-type flow, then grows to a maximum after which
it decreases exponentially fast. To capture these main features, we
use the truncated Gaussian
exp éê -( t -m ) 2s2 ùú
ë
û
j( t ) µ
2ps2
2

[11]

where m denotes the time of the maximum and s2 the width of the
Gaussian, which may be approximated by the difference between
the onset time of the Washburn regime and the cutoff time. Note
that the transfer function is normalized to 1, hence
¥

ò0

d tj( t ) = 1

[12]

The transfer function approach for the total fracture flow
gives Qf,nf after nf fractures:
t
é
Q f , nf ( t ) = Q 0 ê1- ò d t nf -1j ( t - t nf -1 )¼
0
êë
t3

ò0

d t 2 j ( t 3 - t 2 )ò

t2

0

ù
d t1j ( t 2 - t1 )j ( t1 )ú
úû

[13]

Transfer Function Approach
We now consider the outflow rate at the bottom of the setup
in the context of linear response theory or transfer function theory
(Jury et al., 1986). Thus, the output signal Qn+1(t) at the bottom
of the nth building cube of the setup is given in terms of the input
signal Qn(t) at the top as
t

Q nf ( t ) = ò j nf ( t - t ¢ ) Q nf -1 ( t ¢ )
0

[8]

where j nf(t) is the transfer function that accounts for vertical film flow
and flow partitioning into the horizontal fracture in the nth cube. For
the setup with a single fracture discussed above, this relation reads as
t

Q 1 ( t ) = Q 0 ò d t ¢j ( t ¢ )
0

[9]

Thus, the transfer function is related to the flow rate at the drip
pan and within the fracture as
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66Results and Discussion

Partitioning Dynamics
at Unsaturated Fracture Intersections

Sliding droplets exhibit a range of dynamic behavior on the
open fracture plane before moving into a fracture or accumulating
on the drip pan. While this work mainly deals with rivulets, which
occur at higher discharge rates, the fluid–substrate and hence the
wetting properties can be characterized following Podgorski et
al. (2001), who identified linear relationships between capillary
number Ca and Bond number Bo. Ghezzehei (2004) adopted this
scaling to characterize fluid–substrate systems using two parameters, g and Dq , which depend on fluid parameters (surface tension
and viscosity) and wetting properties, i.e., adhesive thresholds:

Ca = g Bo cos (a )-Dq

[14]
p. 4 of 9

The surfaces used in this work and water as a fluid exhibit
two distinct linear scaling regimes for two tested inclination
angles a (45 and 90°) and a range of droplet sizes. Up to Bond
numbers of »1.2 (g = 5.3 ´ 10−4 and Dq = −5 ´ 10−4), droplets
show a spherical cap geometry. For higher Bond numbers, that
is, larger droplets and/or higher inclination angles, elongated
droplets occur, which may partially emit smaller droplets at their
tails, and values of g = 4.68 ´ 10 −3 and D q = −5.72 ´ 10 −3
were determined.
The partitioning of the arriving water mass at an unsaturated fracture intersection depends on the prevailing force
balance of inertial, gravitational, viscous, and capillary forces
acting on the f luid. Figure 3 shows a selection of common
partitioning phenomena. While the fracture is completely unsaturated, a drop may bypass the gap between two cubes (Fig. 3a). If
the drop is large and fast enough to develop an elongated tail (e.g.,
after coalescence of two sliding drops), it is likely to contribute a
part of its mass to filling of the fracture (Fig. 3b). Once a sliding
drop encounters and connects to the stored fluid, its own mass
is either partially or completely taken up into the fracture (Fig.
3c). Less common observations include sliding drops that stop
on the vertical plane on top of the fracture opening. A drop may
also hydraulically connect to the liquid in the fracture without
being drawn into the aperture. A consecutive drop will attach to
the overhanging liquid mass. In both cases, most mass bypasses
the fracture. The most efficient fracture inflow can be observed
when the prevailing flow regime consists of stable rivulets (Fig.
3d). Once the inlet and horizontal fracture are hydraulically connected, a quickly advancing fluid front can be observed where
essentially no mass bypasses the horizontal fracture. Once the
horizontal fracture is fully saturated, it acts as a source for new
rivulets on the following vertical PMMA plane. In contrast
to the well-controlled inlet with three individual streams, the
number of new rivulets may be lower (increase of flow rate per
rivulet) and lead to meandering dynamics (Schmuki and Laso,
1990). However, flow rates are not high enough to cause the rivulets to dynamically oscillate, hence a stable connection between
the inlet and the horizontal fracture is guaranteed. As additional
horizontal fractures are encountered, this process is repeated
once the liquid has fully saturated the next fracture.
Results from experiments are presented for both droplet and
rivulet flows in terms of the accumulated mass Mb (Fig. 4) over
time. The number of cubes was varied to create settings with either
one, two, or three consecutive horizontal fractures. Therefore, the
time for the experiments was successively extended to capture the
switch to steady-state conditions. We considered two different
fracture widths, 1 and 2.5 mm. Two stages in the temporal evolution can be distinguished:
1. For droplet flows and a single fracture intersection (nf = 1),
water accumulates at a higher rate on the digital scale than with
rivulet flow; that is, the bypass efficiency is higher.
2. Once the fracture is fully saturated, Mb increases linearly as the
total inflow rate equals the discharge onto the drip pan.
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Fig. 3. Sliding droplets approaching an unsaturated fracture intersection may either (a) bypass it, (b) partially penetrate it, or (c) completely
contribute to its filling; (d) a rivulet establishes a hydraulic connection
between inlet and fracture while efficiently filling it.

The transition between these stages is completed later during droplet flow and is further delayed by increasing aperture widths df
from 1 to 2.5 mm and growing fracture cascades as the total fracture volume increases. The difference in the bypass efficiency of
both flow regimes persists, where nf > 1. However, even if the inlet
condition favors the formation of droplets, after every consecutive horizontal fracture the likelihood of droplets on the vertical
plane diminishes, leading to a convergence with the characteristic
repetitive fracture filling of experiments where rivulet flows are
induced at the inlet.

Capillary-Driven Fracture Inflow
Figure 5 shows normalized fracture inflow rates Qf/Q0 for all
experiments presented above. Following Eq. [7], the analytical solution for Washburn-type fracture inflow is fitted to the measured
data, with parameters t 0 and kf shown in Fig. 6. During droplet
flow with a single fracture, the normalized inflow rate is considerably lower than for rivulet flow (contrast is stronger than observed
by Kordilla et al., 2017). For this case, the spread of data is too
high to infer a transition into a Washburn-type fracture inflow.
A good fit, on the other hand, is achieved where rivulet flow prevails for the case nf = 1. As observed by Kordilla et al. (2017), flow
occurs at short times only in the fracture until a Washburn-type
flow is established, after which flow in the fractures decreases more
p. 5 of 9

Fig. 4. Bypassing mass Mb vs. time for droplet (top) and rivulet flow (bottom) produced by a multi-inlet array. Fracture widths df are 1 and 2.5 mm.
The number of fractures nf is either one (left), two (middle), or three (right). Each line represents the ensemble mean values of 10 experiments. Shaded
areas display the respective standard deviations.

slowly than exponential. At larger times, when the fractures are
close to full saturation, fracture flow decreases exponentially fast.
The Washburn-type flow period is relatively short and comprises
only <1 ´ 102 s. The fracture flow is faster for df = 1 mm than for
df = 2.5 mm because capillary forces in the fracture are stronger.
Thus, the onset of Washburn-type flow occurs earlier. Note that the
onset time t0 actually marks the time of first fluid arrival at the drip
pan, which occurs as flow starts partitioning at the fracture intersection. Overall, the time at which the fracture flow starts declining

from Q0 increases with growth of the overall fracture volume, i.e.,
for increasing fracture width df and number of fractures nf. The
time of first arrival at the drip pan, or equivalently, the time at
which Qf,nf starts decreasing, increases linearly with the number of
fractures nf as shown in Fig. 6. As the time of first arrival increases,
the relative importance of the Washburn-type flow period decreases
and flow is dominated by the onset time and the time until the
exponential cutoff. In the following, we quantify the observed Qf,nf
using the transfer function approach described above.

Fig. 5. Normalized fracture inflow rate Qf/Q0 for droplet (top) and rivulet flow (bottom) produced by a multi-inlet array. Results show average values
of 10 experiments for each aperture width df and number of fractures nf. Insets show fitted Eq. [7] between 5 ´ 101 and 1.5 ´ 102 s and have a y axis
range from 5 ´ 10−1 to 1.1 (top) or from 8 ´ 10−1 to 1.1 (bottom).
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Fig. 6. Adjusted parameters of time of onset of Washburn-type flow
t0 and Washburn transition constant kf to fit Eq. [7] to multi-inlet
experiments.

Transfer Function
The transfer function j is obtained by fitting the Gaussian
Eq. [11] to the numerical derivative of the flow rate Q1(t) for a
single fracture so that the resulting output signal approximates
the measured data. Figure 7 shows j for mass partitioning during
rivulet flow at a fracture intersection with aperture widths of 1
and 2.5 mm.
During the initial stage of the experiments, we can briefly
observe fluid bypassing the fracture before stable rivulets on the
first horizontal plane are formed that connect inlet and fracture
opening. This early overshoot is recognized by the balance and
leads to a first peak of the transfer function. This effect is less
apparent for larger aperture widths and growing fracture cascades.
At full saturation [Q1(t) = Q 0], the accelerated accumulation of
water on the drip pan leads to a sudden increase of the output
signal and marks the time when the most pronounced peak of the
transfer function can be observed.
The continuous flow is interrupted when the rivulet reaches
the bottom of the second cube and encounters the coated metal
grill. Droplets form on the edges of the cube and grill until a critical mass is reached and the falling drops accumulate on the digital
balance. Hence, the output signal is affected by these highly frequent pulses that overlap the continuous accumulation. However,
the transfer function is obtained as a derivative of the flow rate
(i.e., the derivative of the outflow mass with respect to time) with a
coarser temporal discretization, i.e., it is not affected by the droplet
accumulation and release. The low-frequency oscillatory behavior
of the transfer function, specifically for a wider horizontal fracture
(Fig. 7, bottom), is a result of the breakthrough process once the
horizontal fracture is close to full saturation. Various flow regimes
can shortly occur on the second vertical plane at this point, ranging
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Fig. 7. Transfer functions j obtained from measured data during rivulet flow at a single fracture intersection (3 ´ 5 mL min−1, dashed lines)
for fracture width df of 1 (top) and 2.5 mm (bottom) and the respective Gaussian distributions (solid lines) by which they are replaced.

from droplets to rivulets, which induce a pulsation of the outflow
signal until an equilibrium in terms of the flow rate has been established again. This process is not explicitly taken into account by
the Gaussian function.
In both cases, the variance s2 is 25 s2 . The mean values m are
150 s (df = 1 mm) and 375 s (df = 2.5 mm), which is in agreement
with the factor by which the total fracture volume is increased.
Figure 8, once more, shows the fracture inflow during rivulet flow
alongside predictions obtained by Eq. [13]. The transfer function
approach is in good agreement with the data and accurately reproduces the global flow behavior.

66Conclusion
Our results confirm a considerably higher bypass efficiency
of droplet flow on a vertical plane that is intersected by a single
horizontal fracture compared with rivulet flow. This is much less
apparent for a fracture cascade with nf > 1 horizontal fracture
intersections. In fact, for increasing nf, the travel time distributions obtained for inlets that enforce droplet flows converge to
the travel time distributions obtained for inlets at which rivulet
flows are induced. This observation can be explained as follows. At
every additional horizontal fracture, a certain fraction of droplets
enters the fracture. Horizontal fractures, however, are less likely
to emit droplets (as opposed to the enforced inlet condition in
the case of 15 inlets). These fractures can be seen as (dynamic)
depth-dependent boundaries that emit preferentially rivulet flow.
Thus, every consecutive horizontal fracture intersection increases
the chance for the formation of rivulets. Therefore the proposed
transfer function approach is likely to capture the infiltration correctly independent of the chosen initial boundary condition.
p. 7 of 9

Fig. 8. Normalized fracture inflow rates Qf/Q0 for fracture widths df of 1 and 2.5 mm and number of fractures nf of one (left), two (middle), or three
(right) during rivulet flow with predictions calculated by Eq. [13].

The analytical solution for Washburn-type fracture inflow
(Kordilla et al., 2017) is shown to reproduce our results obtained
from experiments, where rivulet flow is the prevailing regime, but
fails to describe the filling of a single fracture during droplet flow,
where the onset of the capillary-driven flow type is delayed if the
aperture width is increased.
The strictly sequential filling of unsaturated fractures during
rivulet flow was successfully recovered by a Gaussian transfer function for up to three fracture intersections. Hence, it is shown to
be a suitable tool to enable further upscaling of mass partitioning
processes to arbitrary-sized fracture cascades.
While the PMMA material used in these experiments shows
similar wetting properties to some geological materials, it cannot
account for imbibition with a porous matrix. Furthermore, slight
impurities and tiny defects of the substrate’s surface, which some
researchers relate to flow instabilities observed in experiments
(e.g., Towell and Rothfeld, 1966), are difficult to avoid and affect
contact angle hysteresis (de Gennes et al., 2004). Additionally, the
chosen geometries were simplified to isolate single aspects of the
partitioning process; however, such ideal orthogonal networks are
unlikely to occur in natural settings.
Thus, it remains open to what extent these observations can
be transferred to complex natural fracture systems and/or intermittent flows. While for steady flow we expect behavior similar to that
observed in the experiments, for non-steady flows droplets may
be emitted from horizontal fractures triggered by limited water
supply due to snapping effects and fragmentation (Ghezzehei and
Or, 2005). The flow regimes in the vertical and horizontal fractures depend on the fracture aperture. In our experiments, vertical
flow is gravity driven while horizontal flow is capillary driven. In
a natural fracture system with a distribution of fracture apertures,
different flow modes may occur. For horizontal fractures with a
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wide aperture, for example, film flow along the fracture ceiling may
occur. The roughness of natural fractures may have an impact on
imbibition into the horizontal fractures and thus on the transient
storage behavior. We expect this to affect the shape of the transfer
function but not the global convolution mechanism, which allows
prediction of the arrival time distribution at the outlet based on
the convolution of the input signal with the transfer functions’
characteristic of subsequent fractures. The impact of fracture–
matrix interactions on the flow behavior has been quantified in the
literature by mobile–immobile domain models, which in principle
can be incorporated in the transfer function approach used here.
Thus, while the presented experimental results provide some
insight into flow partitioning at fracture intersections and the
role of storage in the fracture cascade for the understanding of the
arrival time distribution, further studies are required to investigate
how geometric properties of natural fracture systems (roughness,
fracture aperture, inclination) and material properties (wetting,
contact angle dynamics, matrix–fracture interaction) impact on
these processes and their predictability.

Variables
Af
Bo
g
Ca
cf
Dq
df
h
q0
kf
l
l0

cross-sectional area of fracture aperture [L2]
bond number
proportionality constant
capillary number
parallel plate constant [L2 T−1]
projection factor of surface tension
aperture width [L]
viscosity [M L−1 T−1]
static contact angle
Washburn transition constant [L2 T−1]
length [L]
initial length [L]
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m
M
Mb
Mf
nf
Pc
Q0
Qf
r
s
s2
t
t0
j

mean [T]
total water mass [M]
bypassing water mass [M]
water mass stored in fracture [M]
number of fractures
capillary pressure [M L−1 T−2]
volumetric flow rate [L3 T−1]
fracture inflow rate [L3 T−1]
density [M L−3]
surface tension [M T−2]
variance [T2]
time [T]
onset of Washburn-type flow [T]
transfer function [T−1]
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